




























































































































































































mediated	 and	 an	 adhesion-independent	manner,	 instantaneously	 accommodating	 for	 any	
changes	 in	 molecular	 composition	 of	 the	 external	 scaffold.	 The	 key	 component	 driving	
directed	 leukocyte	 migration	 is	 the	 chemokine	 receptor	 7,	 which	 guides	 the	 cell	 along	
gradients	of	chemokine	ligand.	Therefore,	the	physical	destination	of	migrating	leukocytes	is	
purely	deterministic,	i.e.	given	by	global	directional	cues	such	as	chemokine	gradients.		
Nevertheless,	 these	cells	 typically	 reside	 in	 three-dimensional	 scaffolds	of	 inhomogeneous	
complexity,	 raising	 the	 question	 whether	 cells	 are	 able	 to	 locally	 discriminate	 between	
multiple	 optional	 migration	 routes.	 Current	 literature	 provides	 evidence	 that	 leukocytes,	
specifically	dendritic	cells,	do	indeed	probe	their	surrounding	by	virtue	of	multiple	explorative	
protrusions.	However,	 it	 remains	enigmatic	how	these	cells	decide	which	one	 is	 the	more	
favorable	route	to	follow	and	what	are	the	key	players	involved	in	performing	this	task.	Due	
to	 the	heterogeneous	environment	of	most	 tissues,	and	 the	vast	adaptability	of	migrating	
leukocytes,	at	this	time	 it	 is	not	clear	to	what	extent	 leukocytes	are	able	to	optimize	their	
migratory	strategy	by	adapting	their	level	of	adhesiveness.	And,	given	the	fact	that	leukocyte	








decision	 making	 process	 during	 path	 finding	 and	 for	 the	 first	 time	 point	 towards	 a	
microtubule-mediated	 function	 in	 cell	 shape	maintenance	 of	 highly	 ramified	 cells	 such	 as	
dendritic	 cells.	 Furthermore,	we	 found	 that	migrating	 low-adhesive	 leukocytes	are	able	 to	
instantaneously	 adapt	 to	 increased	 tensile	 load	 by	 engaging	 adhesion	 receptors.	 This	
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Metazoans	 as	 multicellular	 organisms	 exhibit	 a	 key	 feature,	 which	 makes	 them	 most	
successful	among	all	living	species	–	motility.	Spontaneous	and	independent	movement	are	
only	 two	 important	 characteristics	 of	 self-generated	 movement.	 They	 not	 only	 assure	
reproduction	and	population	spreading	by	increasing	explorative	behavior	but	also	promote	
survival	by	endowing	the	potential	to	physically	escape	eventual	threats.		
Motility	 can	 be	 observed	 on	 multiple	 scales	 ranging	 from	 collective	 migration	 of	 human	
societies,	 independent	but	orchestrated	 foraging	behavior	of	ant	societies	 to	 independent	










How	 movement	 on	 a	 cellular	 scale	 finally	 translates	 into	 organismal	 motility	 is	 best	
represented	 by	 the	 social	 amoeba	Dictyostelium	 discoideum.	 During	 the	 vegetative	 stage	
Dictyostelium	 discoideum	 cells	 grow	 as	 unicellular	 organisms	 that	 aggregate	 into	 a	
multicellular	entity	upon	nutrient	depletion.	This	transition	occurs	via	individual	cells	locating	






Bray’s	stimulating	statement	1,	p54.		Nevertheless,	 intelligence	 on	 a	 cellular	 scale	 rather	
resembles	a	type	of	reactive	behavior	during	which	extracellular	stimuli	are	integrated	and	
translate	 into	 intracellular	 force	 generation	 to	 adequately	 react	 to	 changes	 in	 the	
environment.	Reactive	motile	cell	behavior	is	an	essential	component	of	many	physiological	




The	 classical	 paradigm	 of	 how	 cells	 generate	 and	 transduce	 forces	 to	 propel	 themselves	
forward	 has	 emerged	 already	 in	 the	 early	 1970s	 from	 studies	 on	 cells	 crawling	 on	 two-
dimensional	(2D)	surfaces	7,8.	But	it	was	not	until	the	last	two	decades	in	which	advances	in	in	
vivo	imaging	as	well	as	in	vitro	techniques	had	led	to	the	advent	of	observing	and	probing	cells	
migrating	 in	 three	 dimensions	 (3D)	 9-12.	 Key	 findings	 emerging	 from	 3D	 studies	 were	 the	
diversity	 and	 plasticity	 of	 migratory	 strategies	 which	 can	 act	 in	 parallel	 or	 dynamically	
interchange	 depending	 on	 the	 external	 stimulus.	Migration	 on	 2D	 surfaces	 was	 primarily	














proteins,	 which	 are	 clearly	 required	 for	 2D	migration	 but	 seem	 to	 be	 dispensable	 for	 3D	
migration,	and	further	highlights	the	great	diversity	and	adaptability	of	migratory	modes.		
Given	 the	 enormous	 flexibility	 of	 cells	 to	 rapidly	 adapt	 their	 type	 of	 locomotion	 to	 the	
structure	of	the	extracellular	environment	it	is	reasonable	to	address	the	question	whether	
and	 where	 migration	 mode	 switching	 occurs	 in	 physiologically	 relevant	 situations.	 Most	
tissues	and	interstitial	spaces	are	of	heterogeneous	composition	and	therefore	suggest	that	
mode	 switching	 occurs	 during	 in	 situ	 cell	migration.	 However,	 to	 date	 this	 has	 only	 been	
documented	for	a	subset	of	cells	16-18.	Neoplastic	progression	is	characterized	by	comprising	
an	 unexpected	degree	of	migratory	 plasticity,	which	 promotes	 cancer	 dissemination	 even	
upon	 pharmacological	 treatment.	 Owing	 to	 this	 plasticity,	 transformed	 cells	 of	 epithelial	
origin	can	adopt	mesenchymal	invasion	characteristics	by	loosening	their	cell-cell	interactions	
giving	rise	to	invasive	single	cells	in	a	process	of	epithelial	to	mesenchymal	transition	(EMT).	
Weakening	 cell-matrix	 interactions	 by	 down	 regulation	 of	 integrin	 binding	 capacity	 or	
pericellular	 proteolysis	 results	 in	 mesenchymal	 to	 amoeboid	 transition	 (MAT)	 in	 which	
neoplastic	cells	of	mesenchymal	origin	become	less	dependent	on	strong	adhesive	forces	but	





interstitial	migration	 is	 characterized	by	an	amoeboid	migration	mode	with	 little	adhesive	
forces,	infiltration	into	wound	sites	requires	integrin	receptor	activity.	The	process	of	mode	
switching	 occurs	 instantaneously	 in	 these	 cells,	 raising	 the	 question	 whether	 multiple	
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behind	the	 leading	edge.	Adhesive	contacts	 transduce	this	 force	 to	 the	ECM,	which	 finally	
results	 in	 cell	 body	 translocation.	 This	mode	of	migration	 is	 essentially	 dependent	 on	 the	
generation	 of	 adhesive	 contacts	 that	 form	de	 novo	 at	 sites	 of	 lamellipodia	 extension	 and	
become	disassembled	at	the	rear	of	the	cell	to	facilitate	cell	advancement.	
In	 contrast	 to	 adhesion-dependent	 migration,	 the	 deformation-based	 mode	 consists	 of	
several	migratory	strategies.	As	cell	shape	changes	need	to	be	generated	intracellularly,	the	
forces	acting	inside	a	cell	determine	the	structure	and	architecture	of	a	membrane	extension.	
Depending	 on	whether	 protrusive	 or	 contractile	 activity	 dominates,	 the	 cell	 deforms	 in	 a	
distinct	 manner.	 While	 actin	 polymerization	 is	 the	 main	 component	 driving	 lamellipodia	
(branched	actin	network),	filopodia	(parallel	actin	bundles)	or	pseudopod	extension.	Myosin-






forming	adhesive	contacts.	This	 type	of	movement	 is	primarily	observed	during	 interstitial	




walls	 or	 the	peritoneum,	 that	 render	 the	 cells	 incapable	of	matrix	 intercalation	 and	 force	
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have	 been	 observed	 in	 LFA1-deficient	 T	 cells	 as	 well	 as	 ICAM1	 knock	 out	 mice44,45.	
Interestingly,	 the	 actin	 cytoskeleton	 of	 the	 APC	 plays	 a	 major	 role	 in	 concentrating	 and	
stabilizing	T	cell	LFA1	at	the	IS.	The	extent	of	T	cell	proliferation	is	diminished	in	the	absence	
of	APC	specific	WASP	due	to	loss	of	LFA1	clustering		and	immobilization	around	the	TCR46,47,	
further	 highlighting	 the	 requirement	 of	 functional	 ICAM1-LFA1	 interaction	 during	 IS	
formation.	
During	 leukocyte	 interstitial	 migration,	 however,	 the	 requirement	 for	 integrin-mediated	
adhesive	forces	 is	 less	clear	cut.	 Interstitial	migration	occurs	after	 leukocytes	have	 left	 the	
blood	vessel	and	depending	on	where	they	have	left	it,	the	cells	are	confronted	with	a	vast	




intercalation	 with	 the	 surrounding	 matrix.	 Nevertheless,	 integrins	 do	 confer	 migration	
efficiency	 of	 leukocytes.	 Studies	 employing	 integrin	 blocking	 antibodies	 on	 neutrophils	
migrating	within	a	mesenteric	interstitium	could	demonstrate	that	migration	velocity	ceased	
to	about	70%	 	upon	blockade	of	 integrin	activity37,48.	 Likewise,	 intranodal	 T	 cell	migration	
along	ICAM1	expressing	networks	of	fibroblastic	reticular	cells	(FRC)	was	substantially	slower	















adherent	 cells	 or	 cells	 forming	 sheets	 via	 cell-cell	 interactions,	 but	 how	 single	 and	 highly	
dynamically	migrating	leukocytes	maintain	cytoplasmic	coherence	is	poorly	understood.	The	
role	of	the	actin	cytoskeleton	and	the	actomyosin	contractile	machinery	have	been	studied	
extensively	 during	 leukocyte	 migration.	 However,	 the	 implication	 of	 other	 cytoskeletal	
components,	such	as	MTs	or	IFs,	have	not	been	addressed	in	detail.	Regarding	the	dynamic	
MT	network,	current	literature	offers	contradictory	results	and	a	mechanistic	framework	of	
MT	 function,	 specifically	 during	 leukocyte	 migration	 is	 clearly	 missing.	 Especially,	 the	
contribution	 of	 other	 cytoskeletal	 components,	 such	 as	 MTs,	 implied	 in	 cell	 shape	
maintenance	of	motile	cells	have	not	been	elucidated	yet.	
Furthermore,	after	 it	has	been	demonstrated	 that	 integrins	are	dispensable	 for	 interstitial	
migration	 of	 leukocytes,	 the	 research	 on	 leukocyte	 integrins	 during	 cell	 migration	 has	
dropped	significantly.	However,	current	literature	offers	clear	indications	on	the	implication	
of	 integrins	 during	 leukocyte	 migration	 and	 the	 required	 essential	 components	 driving	















To	 address	 these	 questions	 experimentally,	 I	 predominantly	 employed	 live	 cell	 imaging	
techniques	 in	 combination	 with	 genetic	 or	 pharmacological	 perturbation.	 I	 utilized	 high	
resolution	4D	imaging	techniques	such	as	total	internal	reflection	(TIRF)	microscopy,	spinning	
disk	 or	 confocal	 microscopy	 to	 follow	 subcellular	 protein	 dynamics.	 Primary	 DCs,	
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values.	 **	 P	 ≤	 0.01.	 Scale	 bar,	 100µm.	 (B)	Automated	 analysis	 of	 y-directed	 migration	 speed	 within	 three-
dimensional	collagen	network	along	soluble	CCL19	gradient.	Plot	shows	mean	migration	velocities	over	time	±	
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active	 RhoA	 upon	 MT	 disruption	 with	 Nocodazole	 determined	 by	 luminometry.	 RhoA	 activity	 levels	 were	
normalized	to	Nocodazole	treated	samples.	Plotted	is	mean	±	S.D.	from	N	=	3	experiments.	****	P	≤	0.0001.	(B)	
Levels	of	MLC	phosphorylation	by	Western	Blot	analysis.	Cells	were	pretreated	with	the	indicated	compounds	
(DMSO,	CCL19,	 CCL21,	Nocodazole,	 Y27632	 together	with	Nocodazole	 (Y/N)).	Mean	 fluorescence	 intensity	 of	
pMLC	was	normalized	to	GAPDH	signal	and	shown	as	 fold	 increase	relative	to	DMSO	control	±	S.D.	Blots	are	
representative	of	N	=	3	experiments.	**	P	≤	0.01.	(C)	DCs	migrating	within	a	collagen	gel	either	non-treated	(NT)	












double-treated	 (Y/N)	 cells	 using	 Y27632	and	Nocodazole	within	microchannels	 (n	 =	minimum	of	 74	 cells	 per	
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with	respect	 to	 the	nucleus.	Mean	±	S.D.	of	n	=	256	cells	 from	N	=	3	experiments.	 (C)	Angular	distribution	of	
automatically	detected	MT	growth	events	along	anterior-posterior	polarization	axis.	 (D)	MT	dynamics	during	











or	 PST-1	 treated	 cells,	 which	 were	 locally	 photo-activated	 (red	 box)	 during	 migration	 under	 agarose.	 (H)	
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Figure	 12.	Accumulation	 of	 Lfc	 precedes	 cellular	 retraction.	 (A)	Polarized	 distribution	 of	 Lfc-GFP	 during	 DC	
migration.	Shown	is	a	maximum	intensity	time	projection	of	a	double-fluorescent	reporter	cell	expressing	Lfc-GFP	
and	 EB3-mCherry	 over	 8.5min.	 Diffuse	 Lfc-GFP	 accumulation	 is	 highlighted	 in	 the	 trailing	 edge	 (purple	
arrowhead)	 and	 in	 retracting	 protrusions	 (orange	 arrowhead).	 Scale	 bar,	 10µm.	 (B)	 Enrichment	 of	 non-
filamentous	Lfc-GFP	or	EB3-mCherry	signal	in	the	rear	versus	the	front	of	migrating	cells.	Shown	is	a	maximum	
intensity	 time	 projection	 over	 100sec.	 Scale	 bar,	 5µm.	 Lower	 panel:	 Relative	 enrichment	 of	 non-filamentous	
fluorescence	signal	intensities	of	Lfc-GFP	and	EB3-mCherry	in	rear	versus	the	front	of	n	=	16	cells	per	condition	
from	N	=	3	experiments.	Boxes	extend	from	25th	to	75th	percentile.	Whiskers	span	minimum	to	maximum	values.	
****	P	≤	0.0001.	 (C)	 Localization	of	Lfc-GFP	and	MLC-RFP	 in	protrusive	 (front,	gray	box)	or	contractile	 (back,	
purple	box)	areas.	Correlation	of	co-localization	between	Lfc-GFP	and	MLC-RFP.	Hot	colors	in	right	image	indicate	
strong	co-localization	of	both	signals,	cold	colors	specify	exclusion.		Co-localization	was	determined	separately	in	
actively	 protruding	 (grey	 box)	 and	 retracting	 (purple	 box)	 areas	 in	 migrating	 cells.	 Boxed	 regions	 indicate	
exemplary	regions	used	for	analysis	of	n	=	8	cells	±	S.D.	Scale	bar,	10µm.		(D)	Distribution	of	Lfc-GFP	and	MLC-
RFP	 during	 a	 protrusion-retraction	 cycle.	 Time	 course	 of	 protrusion-formation	 and	 protrusion-retraction	 of	 a	
migrating	double	fluorescent	reporter	cell	expressing	Lfc-GFP	and	MLC-RFP.	Lower	panel	represents	fluorescence	
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Figure	 13.	 	 Lfc	 specifies	myosin	 localization	 at	 the	 trailing	 edge.	 (A)	Myosin	 light	 chain-GFP	 expressing	DC	
migrating	under	agarose	along	a	soluble	CCL19	gradient.	Central	(orange	box)	and	peripheral	(purple	box)	MLC	








migratory	DCs.	 Right	 panel	 indicates	position	of	MLC	accumulation	 relative	 to	 cell	 length	of	 n	 =	 16	 cells	 per	
condition	 from	 N	 =	 4	 experiments.	 Boxes	 extend	 from	 25th	 to	 75th	 percentile.	 Whiskers	 span	 minimum	 to	
maximum	values.	****	P	≤	0.0001.		Scale	bar	10µm.	(H)	Localization	of	Moesin	in	fixed	migratory	lfc+/+	(red)	and	
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per	condition	 from	N	=	5	experiments.	Boxes	extend	 from	25th	 to	75th	percentile.	Whiskers	 span	minimum	to	
maximum	values.	 ****	P	≤	0.0001.	 	 Scale	bar,	 10µm.	 (F)	Cell	 outlines	of	 lfc+/+	 and	 lfc-/-	DCs	migrating	under	






0.05,	 ****	 P	 ≤	 0.0001.	 (H)	Directionality	 of	 lfc+/+	 and	 lfc-/-	 DCs	migrating	 under	 agarose	 under	 non-adhesive	
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Figure	 15.	Microtubules	 mediate	 retraction	 of	 supernumerary	 protrusions	 via	 Lfc.	 (A)	 Migration	 within	 a	




=	 46	 cells	 of	N	 =	 2	 experiments)	DCs.	 Boxes	 extend	 from	25th	 to	 75th	 percentile.	Whiskers	 span	minimum	 to	
maximum	values.	**	P	≤	0.01.	 	 (C)	Time-lapse	sequence	of	 lfc+/+	and	 lfc-/-	DCs	migrating	within	a	path	choice	
assay.	White	arrowheads	in	lower	panel	highlight	cell	rupturing	events.		(D)	Frequency	of	cell	rupturing	events	
during	path-choice	decision	of	lfc+/+	(n	=	79	cells	±	S.D.	of	N	=	3	experiments)	and	lfc-/-	(n	=	52	cells	±	S.D.	of	N	=	2	
experiments)	 DCs.	 (E)	Migration	 of	 DCs	within	 straight	 constriction-containing	microchannels.	 Graphs	 shows	
constriction	point	passing	 times	of	 lfc+/+	 (n	=	114	cells	of	N	=	3	experiments)	and	 lfc-/-	 (n	=	195	cells	of	N	=	3	
experiments)	DCs.	Boxes	extend	from	25th	to	75th	percentile.	Whiskers	span	minimum	to	maximum	values.	(F)	
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mCherry	 expressing	 cell	migrating	under	agarose.	 Lower	panel:	Quantification	of	MT	growth	events	 of	 front	
(gray)	vs.	back	(purple)	directed	MT	tracks	over	a	time	period	of	120sec	of	n	=	7	cells.	Boxes	extend	from	25th	to	






(H)	Time-course	 analysis	 of	MT	 filament	 dynamics	 of	migrating	DCs	 expressing	 EMTB-mCherry.	Upper	 panel	
indicates	 leading	 edge	 area.	 The	 white	 arrow	 represents	 membrane	 protrusion	 and	 the	 green	 arrowhead	
represents	elongating	MT	filaments.	Lower	panel	indicates	trailing	edge	area	in	which	purple	arrow	represents	
membrane	retraction	and	purple	arrowheads	MT	filament	depolymerization.	Red	line	represents	cell	edges.	Scale	
bar,	 10µm.	 (I)	 Acetylated	 MTs	 in	 fixed	 migratory.	 Levels	 of	 acetylation	 were	 assessed	 by	 measuring	 mean	














































lfc	wildtype	 (blue	 line)	and	 lfc-deficient	 (red	 line)	 littermate	DCs	compared	to	unstained	cells	 (grey	peak).	(G)	
Endogenous	MT	organization	in	lfc-/-	DCs.	Cells	migrating	under	agarose	were	fixed	and	stained	for	alpha-	(left)	
and	gamma-tubulin	(middle).	Scale	bar,	10µm.	(H)	Line	scans	across	the	highest	gamma-tubulin	signal	along	the	
left-right	 axis	 (dashed	 line	 in	 (G)).	 The	 purple	 line	 indicates	 gamma-tubulin	 signal	 intensity.	 The	 black	 line	
indicates	alpha-tubulin	signal	distribution.	(I)	Quantification	of	centrosome	localization	in	lfc-deficient	DCs	of	n	=	
117	cells	from	N	=	2	experiments.	(J)	Levels	of	active	RhoA	upon	MT	disruption	with	Nocodazole	in	wildtype	(lfc+/+)	





























































































































































































exploratory	 protrusions	 probing	 their	 immediate	 vicinity.	 These	 branched	 projections	 are	
reminiscent	of	a	tree	like	structure	and	the	most	striking	morphological	feature	that	also	lead	
to	the	name	of	dendritic	cell	 (δένδρον	or	déndron	being	Greek	for	 'tree').	When	Cohn	and	
Steinman	 coined	 the	name	 in	1973,	 they	 already	noted:	 ‘The	 cell	 constantly	 puts	 out	 and	
retracts	small	cytoplasmic	dendrites	and	over	 larger	periods,	 forms	and/or	 reorients	 larger	
pseudopods.’135.	 Back	 then	 the	 researchers	observed	cells	plated	on	2D	glass	 surfaces	but	
typically	they	reside	in	dense	tissues,	raising	the	question	of	how	these	ramified	cells	manage	
to	maintain	physical	coherence.		





mediated	 shape	 changes	 by	 release	 of	 Lfc.	 This	 in	 turn	 triggers	 local	 RhoA	 activation	 and	











neurite	pruning	–	 is	achieved	by	 local	disassembly	of	 the	cytoskeleton.	Usually,	pruning	 is	
confined	to	single	neurite	branches	and	characterized	by	either	retraction	or	disintegration	
of	the	branch,	a	phenotype	similar	to	the	shape	changes	we	observed	in	migrating	DCs	upon	









This	 raises	 the	 question	 of	 how	 local	 MT	 depolymerization	 is	 initiated	 and	 whether	 the	
process	of	MT-mediated	cell	shape	regulation	might	be	conserved	among	species.		
During	 metamorphosis	 of	 D.	 melanogaster,	 sensory	 neurons	 start	 degenerating	 their	




















in	which	MTs	are	known	 to	be	more	 stabile	 towards	 their	minus	ends	and	more	dynamic	
towards	 their	 plus	 ends.	 However,	 in	 contrast	 to	what	 is	 known	 about	 post	 translational	
modifications	 (PTMs)	 affecting	 MT	 stability	 in	 neurons,	 there	 is	 a	 big	 gap	 of	 knowledge	
regarding	modification	and	interaction	partners	of	MTs	in	leukocytes.	Cell	migration	and	path	
choice	decision	is	a	rapid	process	happening	in	the	range	of	several	minutes.	Therefore,	any	
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Protrusions	 penetrate	 into	 discontinuities	 of	 the	 external	 scaffold	 and	 promote	 forward	
motion	 either	 by	 bleb	 expansion	or	 actin	 network	 polymerization163	 (and	Reversat,	et	 al.,	
Nature,	in	revision).	Although	this	is	an	attractive	model,	it	fails	to	explain	why	cells	confined	
microchannels	containing	continuous	surfaces	are	able	to	move164.	
When	 confined	 laterally,	 cells	 are	 able	 to	 propel	 themselves	 further	 using	 a	 ‘chimneying’	






such	 as	 the	 nucleus,	 leads	 to	 to	 an	 increase	 of	 viscous	 friction	 between	 the	 PM	 and	 the	
channel	wall.	Experimental	evidence	favoring	this	model	comes	from	studies	of	migrating	HL-
60	cells,	which	show	two	types	of	actin	networks:	a	 ‘free’	network,	dependent	on	Arp2/3,	
responsible	 for	 leading	 edge	 protrusion	 and	 an	 adherent	 network,	 dependent	 on	 actin-
nucleating	formins,	growing	perpendicular	to	the	leading	edge	against	the	channel	walls165.	
Additionally,	it	has	been	demonstrated	that	primary	human	fibroblasts	are	able	to	use	their	










flow,	 this	 would	 generate	 directional	 frictional	 forces	 that	 facilitate	 cell	 advancement.	
However,	 actin-coupling	 is	 not	 a	 prerequisite	 for	 the	 flow-driven	 mode	 of	 migration.	 In	
principle	any	receptor	embedded	in	PM	would	be	able	to	generate	frictional	forces	with	the	
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Figure	 25.	 Creating	 a	 tool	 to	 visualize	 ß2	 integrin	 localization	 during	 DC	 migration.	 (a)	 Generation	 of	
immortalized	progenitor	from	primary	material	as	described	earlier	(Redecke	et	al.,	Nat.	Meth.),	followed	by	GM-
CSF	 induced	differentiation	 into	DCs	and	maturation	using	 LPS.	 (b)	Schematic	overview	of	 strategy	 to	obtain	
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These	 observations	 led	 us	 to	 conclude	 that	 migrating	 DCs	 are	 able	 to	 instantaneously	
interpret	 changes	 in	 confinement	 geometry	 and	 readily	 adapt	 their	 force	 generating	
mechanisms	to	the	topological	constraints.	
To	address	the	question	whether	adhesion	competes	with	migration	we	introduced	adhesive	
patterns	 on	 repellent	 –	 PEG	 coated	 –	 glass	 substrates	 (Fig.	 26e,	 left	 panel).	 Since	 the	 ß2	
integrin	subunit	 is	 the	main	component	mediating	 transmembrane	 force	 transduction,	we	
created	 patterns	 of	 fluorescently	 labelled	 Fibrinogen,	 which	 is	 a	 prominent	 ligand	 for	 ß2	
integrins.	When	 cells	were	 allowed	 to	migrate	on	patterned	 substrates	 towards	 a	 soluble	
source	 of	 CCL19,	 we	 did	 not	 detect	 preferential	 migration	 trajectories	 along	 Fibrinogen	
patterns.	 Interestingly,	 cells	 migrated	 with	 unchanged	 velocities	 (Fig.	 26e,	 right	 panel)	
regardless	of	their	position	on	the	pattern	and	therefore	maintain	their	polarization	along	the	
chemokine	 gradient	 irrespective	of	 changes	 in	 substrate	 adhesiveness.	High	magnification	
imaging,	 however,	 indicated	 that	 migrating	 cells	 were	 indeed	 interacting	 with	 adhesive	





from	 the	 leading	 edge	 and	 instead	 found	 to	 localize	 to	 adhesive	 clusters	 at	 the	 interface	
between	 adhesive	 and	 repellent	 areas.	 This	 transition	 was	 accompanied	 with	 transiently	
ceased	protrusive	activity	of	the	leading	edge	and	indicates	competing	activities	of	protrusion	




Figure	 26.	Adaptive	 adhesion	 site	 formation.	 (a)	 Localization	 of	 Vinculin-mCherry	 in	 a	 cell	migrating	 under	
agarose	towards	a	soluble	CCL19	source.	(b)	Localization	of	Vinculin-mCherry	in	a	cell	migrating	in	a	3µm	height	
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after	 application	 of	 an	 anterior-pulling	 force.	 (d)	Bead-containing	 cell	migrating	with	 an	 unchanged	 polarity	

























































promote	 cell	 body	 translocation.	However,	 even	after	 it	 has	been	demonstrated	 that	DCs	
employ	 ß2	 integrins	 for	 mediating	 transmembrane	 force	 transduction	 during	 semi-3D	
migration,	 it	 is	not	known	whether	or	how	 integrins	are	being	employed	during	migration	



















magnetic	 pulling	 forces	 on	 suspension	 cells.	 Employing	 this	 approach,	 however,	 failed	 to	
induce	strong	adhesive	forces	and	rapidly	collected	cells	at	the	position	of	the	magnet.	This	
led	us	to	conclude	that	 in	the	absence	of	external	confinement	 leukocyte	 integrins	do	not	
confer	enough	adhesive	strength	to	mediate	 tight	connection	to	 the	underlying	substrate.	

















migration	 in	 geometries	 of	 low	 confinement.	 While	 wildtype	 cells	 remained	 primarily	
unreactive	to	posterior	pulling	forces	and	managed	to	move	along	the	chemokine	gradient	in	
an	 unperturbed	manner,	 ß2	Null	mutants	were	 not	 able	 to	 resist	 this	 tensional	 load	 and	
instantaneously	got	attracted	towards	the	position	of	the	magnet.	This	effect	was	permanent,	
since	 attracted	 cells	 failed	 to	 leave	 their	 collection	 point	 and	 would	 suggest	 that	 under	






stream,	 integrins	 are	 essential	 in	 mediating	 cell-substrate	 connections	 of	 high	 adhesive	
strength.	Formation	of	tight	adhesive	contacts	of	a	migrating	cell	with	its	underlying	substrate	
would,	 on	 the	 other	 hand,	 hamper	migration	 velocities	 and	 thereby	 increase	 the	 time	 of	
triggering	 a	 successful	 immune	 response.	 Therefore,	 it	 appears	 reasonable	 that	 during	
migration,	 leukocyte	 integrins	mediate	 frictional	 forces	 tangential	 to	 the	PM	by	means	of	
multiple,	short	lived	NAs.		
The	 exact	 mechanism	 of	 how	 integrins	 mediate	 gliding	 instead	 of	 adhesive	 forces	 are	
currently	not	well	understood	but	indicate	the	existence	of	a	fine	tuned	mechanism	of	integrin	
affinity	regulation.	In	contrast	to	stable	adhesive	forces,	frictional	forces	act	only	transiently	
by	 means	 of	 short	 lived	 adhesive	 contacts.	 The	 amount	 of	 transient	 adhesive	 contacts,	
however,	clearly	outnumbers	the	formation	of	stable	adhesive	contacts,	which	might	be	an	
explanation	 for	why	gliding	 forces	are	able	generate	 substantial	 traction	 to	 resist	external	
pulling	 forces.	 Localized	 actin	 polymerization	 directs	 the	 cell	 towards	 a	 specific	migratory	
route	and	recently	it	has	been	demonstrated	that	integrins	can	be	activated	intracellularly	by	
actin-dependent	cytoskeletal	forces	during	T	cell	migration180.	Thereby,	spatial	regulation	of	
actin	polymerization	would	not	only	determine	 the	 future	migratory	path	but	 also	 trigger	
formation	of	NAs	without	the	requirement	of	a	complex	machinery	involved.		
According	 to	 this	 model,	 the	 same	 regulators	 of	 intracellular	 actin	 dynamics	 would	





cells,	 it	 thereby	 would	 provide	 a	 mechanism	 for	 directional	 sensing181.	 This	 concept	 is	
challenged	by	 the	observation	 that	 the	cytoskeleton	aligns	along	 the	vectors	of	externally	
applied	load	and	therefore	raises	the	question	how	integrins	of	migrating	cells	align	under	
conditions	of	high	tensile	load.	With	the	help	of	the	here	employed	magnetic	pulling	assay	
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(*! &,30#]"/34(UYM51($ >BhRQ((*! =464Y#C,6!
((! .%Y46]"/34(UJIA$ >BhRQ((*! =464Y#C,6!
(T! .%Y46]"/34(UY=,G92! >BhRQ((*! =464Y#C,6!
(^! .%Y46]"/34(U30M51! >BhRQ((*! =464Y#C,6!
(g! .%Y46]"/34(U=4/0/! >BhRQ((*! =464Y#C,6!
(S! .%Y46]"/34(UYM51(! >BhRQ((*! =464Y#C,6!
(V! &,30#]"/34(UY_IA! >f/63,S<T! 8Y>,C,&&,6!
(X! &,30#]"/34(UJIA! >f/63,S<T! 8Y>,C,&&,6!
!***!
(+ &,30#]"/34(UY=,G92 >f/63,S<T 8Y>,C,&&,6
T)! &,30#]"/34(U30M51! >f/63,S<T! 8Y>,C,&&,6!
T*! &,30#]"/34(U=4/0/! >f/63,S<T! 8Y>,C,&&,6!
T(! &,30#]"/34(UYM51(! >f/63,S<T! 8Y>,C,&&,6!
TT! .%Y46]"/34(UJIA! >f/63,S<T! 8Y>,C,&&,6!
T^! .%Y46]"/34(UY=,G92! >f/63,S<T! 8Y>,C,&&,6!
Tg! .%Y46]"/34(U30M51! >f/63,S<T! 8Y>,C,&&,6!
TS! .%Y46]"/34(U=4/0/! >f/63,S<T! 8Y>,C,&&,6!
TV! .%Y46]"/34(UYM51(! >f/63,S<T! 8Y>,C,&&,6!
TX! f7CU/JIA! >f/63,S<T! 8Y>,C,&&,6!
T+! M;-NUYC./22#! >f/63,S<T! 8Y>,C,&&,6!
^)! Ya./22#Uafa(! >f/63,S<T! 8Y>,C,&&,6!





A5&#Y/241/! C.4,6! 2/4C3,56! dAaQe! Z41! C560%C3/0! 35! 4Y>&,7#! BR8! 1/b%/6C/1! 725Y! CBR8!
3/Y>&43/1!752!9/6/243,56!57!7&%52/1C/63!7%1,56!2/>523/2!C56132%C31<!a5Y>51,3,56!57!4!1,69&/!
AaQ!2/4C3,56!,1!&,13/0!,6!-4"&/!^<!-5!9/6/243/!>&41Y,0!BR8!C56132%C31!752!32461,/63!/E>2/11,56!
4! 56/! 13/>! AaQ! >25924Y! Z41! /Y>&5#/0! d-4"&/! ge<! f/63,?,24&! CBR8! C50,69! >423,C&/1! Z/2/!


























































349'! 3./!AaQ!>250%C3!Z41! 1,K/! 1/>4243/0! ?,4! 9/&! /&/C325>.52/1,1! 460!56&#! 3./! 7249Y/63!57!
C522/1>560,69!1,K/!dM;-N@!X*S">'!Ya./22#@!V)g">e!Z41!7%23./2!>25C/11/0<!J/&!>%2,7,/0!AaQ!


































a%&3%2/! Z41! 13423/0! /,3./2! 725Y! 72/1.&#! ,15&43/0! "56/!Y4225Z! 57! SU*(! Z//G! 5&0!Y,C/! 41!
0/1C2,"/0! /42&,/2*X^! 52! 725Y! 134"&/! ./Y435>5,/3,C! >259/6,352! C/&&! &,6/1! 473/2! Z41.,69! 5%3!
/13259/6<!Ba!0,77/2/63,43,56!Z41!,60%C/0!"#!>&43,69!(E*)S!C/&&1!d"56/!Y4225Ze!52!(E*)g!C/&&1!
d>259/6,352!C/&&1e!,6!C5Y>&/3/!Y/0,4!dQA;F!*S^)!1%>>&/Y/63/0!Z,3.!*)o!I/34&!a4&7!D/2%Y'!
(Y;!fUJ&%34Y,6/'! *))HiY&!A/6,C,&&,6'! *))Ä9iY&! D32/>35Y#C,6'! g)Ä;!sU;/2C4>35/3.465&e!
d4&&! >%2C.41/0! 725Y! F6?,3259/6e! C5634,6,69! *)o!J246%&5C#3/U;565C#3/! C5&56#! 13,Y%&43,69!







B%/! 35! 3./! .,9.! >.495C#3,C! C4>4C,3#! 57! ,YY43%2/! Ba1'! 132/>34?,0,6U7%6C3,564&,K/0!
1%>/2>424Y496/3,C! >423,C&/1! dB#64"/401!;U(X)! 132/>34?,0,6\! -./2Y57,1./2e! Z/2/! 0,2/C3&#!
400/0!35!3./!C/&&1!,6!1%1>/61,56!43!4!C56C/63243,56!57!*)Ä9iY&<!-.,1!13/>!Z41!75&&5Z/0!"#!4!
(.!,6C%"43,56!13/>!43!TVÑa<!a/&&1!Z/2/!Y,E/0 Z,3.!"/401 ,6!T)Y,6!,63/2?4&1!15!>25Y53/ %>34G/!














460! 2/>&4C/0!Z,3.!gY&!57! 1/2%YU72//!h>3,;M;! d-./2Y57,1./2e<! f/63,UWU(+T! C/&&1!Z/2/! C5U
324617/C3/0!Z,3.!9/6/243/0!>&41Y,01!,6!4!>f/63,S<T!"4CG"56/!460!3Z5!./&>/2!>&41Y,01!C50,69!
752!>4CG49,69!460!/6?/&5>/!>253/,61! d>a;L0QX<(0?>2! 460!>a;LULDLUJ! 2/1>/C3,?/&#e<! I52!
3.,1!>%2>51/'!4!>&41Y,0!Y,E3%2/!C5634,6,69!g<^Ö9!>f/63,S<TUW_!>&41Y,0'!^Ö9!>a;L0QX<(0?>2!
>4CG49,69!>&41Y,0!460!(<VÖ9!>a;LULDLUJ!/6?/&5>/!>&41Y,0!Z/2/!Y,E/0!Z,3.!*Y&!h>3,;M;!
C5634,6,69! T)Ä&! f,>57/C34Y,6/()))! d-./2Y57,1./2e<! 873/2! ()Y,6! ,6C%"43,56! 43! 255Y!
























C/&&1! ,6! *Y&! C5Y>&/3/! Y/0,4'! 1//0/0! ,6! 4! *(UZ/&&! >&43/! 35! Z.,C.! g))Ä&! ?,2%1UC5634,6,69!
1%>/2643463!Y,E/0!Z,3.!SÄ9iY&!A5&#"2/6/!dD,9Y4e!Z41!400/0<!N/752/!1>,6!,67/C3,56!752!*.!43!
*g))9!460!255Y!3/Y>/243%2/'!>&43/1!Z/2/!1/4&/0!Z,3.!A4247,&Y!35!>2/?/63!&/4G49/!57!?,2%1U














%1,69!A424>&413!WU324! dD,9Y4U8&02,C.e! 35! 1/4&!4334C.Y/63! 1,3/<! I52!%60/2U494251/!Y,9243,56!
4114#'! ^o!H&324! A%2/! 894251/! dF6?,3259/6e! ,6! 6%C&/41/U72//!Z43/2! dJ,"C5e!Z41!Y,E/0!Z,3.!
>./65&U72//!QA;FU*S^)!dJ,"C5e!1%>>&/Y/63/0!Z,3.!()o!IaD'!*E!c46G1!"%77/2/0!14&3!15&%3,56!
dcNDDe!>c!V<T!,6!4!*@T!243,5<!81C52",C!4C,0!Z41!400/0!35!7,64&!C56C/63243,56!57!g)Ä;!460!4!














.5&/! ,6! 3./! Y,00&/'! Z.,C.! Z41! C5?/2/0! "#! C5?/21&,>1! 56! /4C.! 1,0/! 57! 3./! .5&/<! -.2//U
0,Y/61,564&!1C4775&01!C561,13,69!57!*<VTY9iY&!"5?,6/!a5&&49/6!F!Z/2/!2/C5613,3%3/0!'*!C'#),!
"#!Y,E,69!TE*)g!C/&&1!,6!1%1>/61,56!Z,3.!a5&&49/6!F!1%1>/61,56!"%77/2/0!35!>.#1,5&59,C4&!>c!











J/6/243,56! 57! AB;DU"41/0! 0/?,C/1! 460! 0/34,&/0! /E>/2,Y/634&! >2535C5&1! C46! "/! 75%60!




4! >513U/E>51%2/! "4G/! 57! T! Y,6! +gÑa'! 3./! Z47/2! Z41! 0/?/&5>/0! ,6! AJ;M8<! 8! 56/U.5%2!
1,&46,K43,56!Z,3.!-2,C.&525d*c'*c'(c'(cU>/27&%5255C3#&e1,&46/!Z41!4>>&,/0!35!3./!Z47/2<!-./!
0/?,C/1! Z/2/!Y40/!Z,3.! 4! *@*)!Y,E3%2/! 57! D#&9420! *X^! dB5Z! a526,69e<! 8,2! "%""&/1! Z/2/!











G/>3! C5613463<! I52! Y,9243,56!
/E>/2,Y/631! ,6! >,&&42! 4224#1'! 1>/C,7,C!
>51,3,56! Y42G/21! Z/2/! ,63250%C/0!





'*+'1.#%&!)%6',*!;.6*'3'%+! '*! P?QP! P?Q!E.6*'3'%+!
)%6',*!+%;,*&#).#%&!&$,U&!('22.)!.)).7!)%6',*!'*!
(),M';'#7! #,! ;.6*%#! (,&'#',*! ;.)?%)P!
A,*3'6/).#',*!,3!.((2'1.#',*!,3!.! P)Q! 2.#%).28! P4Q!
.*#%)',)!,)! P%Q!(,&#%)',)!;.6*%#'1!(/22'*6!3,)1%P!
b$'#%! 1')12%! '*+'1.#%&! (,&'#',*! ,3! 1$%;,?'*%!







460!f7CU0/7,C,/63!Ba1!Z/2/! &4"/&/0!43!4! 7,64&! C56C/63243,56!57!*)Ä;!-8;Q8!52!TÄ;!aIDM!
d-./2Y57,1./2e!2/1>/C3,?/&#<!-5!4?5,0!423/74C31!,60%C/0!"#!0,77/2/63,4&!&4"/&&,69'!/E>/2,Y/631!
,6!Z.,C.!C/&&1!Z/2/!134,6/0!?,C/!?/214!Z/2/!4&15!,6C&%0/0<!f4"/&&,69!2/4C3,56!Z41!135>>/0!"#!
7,&&,69! %>! Z,3.! Y/0,4! C5634,6,69! ()o! IaD'! 75&&5Z/0! "#! 4! *.! ,6C%"43,56! 43! TVÑa! 35! 4&&5Z!




473/2! ,6:/C3,56'!Y,C/!Z/2/! 14C2,7,C/0! 460!>5>&,3/4&! fR1! ,15&43/0<! -5!/E324C3! C/&&1'! fR1!Z/2/!
>&4C/0!,6!4!Z/&&!C5634,6,69!*Y&!0,9/13,56!"%77/2!d0.5mg/ml Collagenase D, 40µg/ml DNAseI 
and 3mM CaCl2 in R10)!460! ,6C%"43/0!43!TVÑa!752!T)Y,6<!-5!135>!3./!2/4C3,56'!MB-8!Z41!
400/0!35!4!7,64&!C56C/63243,56!57!*)Y;<!a/&&!1%1>/61,56!Z41!>25C/11/0!752!I8aD!134,6,69!d1//!














255Y! 3/Y>/243%2/<! F6C%"43,56! Z,3.! >2,Y42#! 243U>5&#C&564&! 463,"50#! 494,613! f_LMU*! ,6!
C5Y",643,56!Z,3.!243U>5&#C&564&!",53,6#&43/0!463,U;caUFF!463,"50#!d"53.!QÜB!D#13/Y1e!Z41!






1352/0!43!^Ña! ,6! 3./!042G<!HM,6%*,/&!1%22!;'6).#',*k!a423,&49/! 72//!?/6324&!/42!.4&?/1!Z/2/!
Y5%63/0!56!4!>&413,C!2,69'!75&&5Z/0!"#!4>>&,C43,56!57!*E*)g!/E59/65%1&#!0,77/2/63,43/0!Ba1!
134,6/0! Z,3.! VÄ;! -8;Q8! dF6?,3259/6e<! F7! ,60,C43/0'! C/&&1! Z/2/! >2/32/43/0! Z,3.!
>.42Y4C5&59,C4&!,6.,",3521<!a/&&1!Z/2/!4&&5Z/0!35!Y,9243/!,635!3./!3,11%/!752!()Y,6!75&&5Z/0!
"#!3.2//!Z41.,69!13/>1!%1,69!C5Y>&/3/!Y/0,4<!D%"1/b%/63&#'!/421!Z/2/!,6C%"43/0!,6!C5Y>&/3/!


















6-+%5#-$ !*45#+$ =,-735*+#$ S,0+$ =(,-*(%+/$ W0,+/'#$ =(,-#$ ;,34)#$





































Z41! 164>! 725K/6! 460! &#1/0! %1,69! QFA8! "%77/2! da/&&! D,964&,69e! 35! Z.,C.! *Y;!
A./6#&Y/3.#&1%&756#&7&%52,0/!Z41!400/0!>2,52! 35!%149/<!D4Y>&/1!Z/2/!1%>>&/Y/63/0!Z,3.!
fBD! D4Y>&/! N%77/2! 460! Q/0%C,69! 49/63! d"53.! F6?,3259/6e! 460! ,6C%"43/0! 752! gY,6! 43! +)Ña!
"/752/!&540,69!56!>2/UC413!^U*(o!N,1U-2,1!4C2#&4Y,0/!9/&!dF6?,3259/6e<!D%"1/b%/63&#'!14Y>&/1!
Z/2/!324617/22/0!35!R,325C/&&%&51/!Y/Y"246/!%1,69!,N&53!1#13/Y!dF6?,3259/6e!460!"&5CG/0!752!




D,964&,69e'! Y5%1/! 463,! 9&#C/24&0/.#0/! TU>.51>.43/! 0/.#0259/641/! dJ8ABce! d*@*)))'!
N,5Q40e<!81!1/C56042#!463,"50,/1!c521/240,1.!A/25E,041/!dcQAe!a56:%943/0!863,U24"",3!460!
463,UY5%1/!F9J!dc!p!fe!463,"50,/1!Z/2/!%1/0!,6!*@g)))!0,&%3,561!460!/6K#Y43,C!2/4C3,56!Z41!
13423/0! "#! 400,3,56! 57! C./Y5&%Y,6/1C/63! 1%"13243/! 752! cQA! dD%>/2! D,964&! `/13! I/Y35e<!
a./Y5&%Y,6/1C/6C/!Z41!4Cb%,2/0!%1,69!4!L/214B5C!,Y49,69!1#13/Y!dN,5Q40e<!`/13/26!"&53!





















H6C56:<! ! ! ! ! !





H6C56:<! ;5%1/! ;565C&564&! F9J! S**N*! D,9Y4U8&02,C.!
5!3>$ J4YY4!-%"%&,6! H6C56:<! Q4"",3! A5&#C&564&! F9J! ! 8"C4Y!
Q6CXS$ J8ABc! H6C56:<! ;5%1/! ;565C&564&! F9J*! J8*2! 8"C4Y!
O*>>%+$ Q4"",3! cQA! J543! A5&#C&564&! F9J! ! N,5Q40!














H6C56:<! Q4"",3! ;565C&564&! ! ! a/&&!D,964&,69!
Q?DPSE$ JMIUc*! H6C56:<! ! ;565C&564&! ! ! !
C"*((,9$ IU4C3,6! 8335S^V! -5E,6! ! ! ! D,9Y4U8&02,C.!
!3>3(%-$ 4&>.4!-%"%&,6! H6C56:<! Q43! ;565C&564&! F9J(4! _f*i(! 8"B!D/253/C!
=*<#$ a4?/5&,6U*! H6C56:<! Q4"",3! ;565C&564&! F9J! B^SJT! a/&&!D,964&,69!
8,#0%-$ ;5/1,6! H6C56:<! Q4"",3! A5&#C&564&! ! l^X)! a/&&!D,964&,69!
O*>EE$ Q4"**! H6C56:<! Q4"",3! ;565C&564&! F9J! B^Ig! a/&&!D,964&,69!
O*>L$ Q4"g! H6C56:<! Q4"",3! ;565C&564&! F9J! aXN*! a/&&!D,964&,69!












H6C56:<! Q4"",3! A5&#C&564&! ! ! ;,&&,>52/!
[3&>$ R%Y"! H6C56:<! Q4"",3! ;565C&564&! F9J! a(+J*
*! a/&&!D,964&,69!
O*>>%+$ Q4"",3!F9J! 8&/E4I&%52 J543! A5&#C&564&! F9J! ! F6?,3259/6!
!*((!
^XX!

































Q.58! 4C3,?,3,/1! Z/2/! 0/3/2Y,6/0! %1,69! JUfFD8-;! Q.58! 8C3,?43,56! 8114#! N,5C./Y! =,3-;!
da#351G/&/356e! 4CC520,69! 35! 3./!Y46%74C3%2/2[1! ,6132%C3,561<! N2,/7&#'! ^E*)g!Y43%2/!N;Ba1!
Z/2/!&#1/0!,6!V)Ö&!QFA8!"%77/2!da/&&!D,964&,69e!460!>253/,6!C56C/63243,56!0/3/2Y,6/0!%1,69!
3./! A2/C,1,56! Q/0-;! 80?46C/0! A253/,6! 8114#! Q/49/63! da#351G/&/356e<! Q/1>/C3,?/! 14Y>&/1!
Z/2/!32/43/0!Z,3.!T))6;!R5C504K5&/!752!*g!Y,6!"/752/!&#1,1<!8&&!14Y>&/1!Z/2/!40:%13/0!35!4!
























































In	 1882	 Ilya	 Metchnikoff	 made	 a	 seminal	 observation:	 he	 introduced	 a	 splinter	 into	 the	













body,	 meaning	 that	 they	 are	 on	 constant	 patrol	 and	 directionally	 approach	 their	 targets	
wherever	they	turn	up.	This	amoeboid	behavior	is	what	we	associate	with	the	professional	
phagocytes	of	the	leukocyte	lineages,	which	are	mainly	neutrophils,	macrophages,	monocytes	
and	 dendritic	 cells.	 In	 their	 new	work,	 Zhu	 et	 al.	 demonstrate	 that	 undifferentiated	 cells	
derived	from	the	neural	crest	are	also	able	to	act	as	professional	phagocytes,	approaching	




the	 swiss	army	knife	of	 the	developing	vertebrate.	Cells	disperse	 from	the	neural	 crest	 to	
colonize	 the	 whole	 body,	 where	 they	 differentiate	 into	 a	 multitude	 of	 cells	 including	
melanocytes,	chondrocytes,	neurons,	endocrine	and	glia	cells(Mayor	and	Theveneau,	2013).	
Due	to	this	plasticity	the	neural	crest	is	able	to	accomplish	a	“second	round	of	development	























et	al.	were	able	 to	demonstrate	 that	 the	neural	 crest	 cells	were	engulfing	 the	dying	cells.		
Visualization	 of	 acidified	 lysosomes	 as	well	 as	 a	 deeper	 characterisation	 of	 the	 lysosomal	
compartment	showed	that	the	phagocytic	process	closely	resembled	that	of	macrophages,	
including	 transient	 accumulation	 of	 phosphatidylinositol	 (3,4,5)-trisphosphate,	 LAMP	






This	 raised	 the	 question	 of	 whether	 phagocytic	 neural	 crest	 cells	 are	 a	 pre-specified	







tissue	 cells,	 they	 showed	 that	 phagosome	 formation	 could	 be	 induced	 in	 a	 much	 larger	
proportion	of	neural	crest	cells.	However,	not	every	neural	crest	cell	was	equally	susceptible	
to	the	putative	signal	emanating	from	the	dying	cells	and	it	was	not	necessarily	the	closest	








































































A	 new	 study	 has	 uncovered	 a	 previously	 unknown	 feature	 of	 intestinal	 epithelial	 cells	
during	gut	homeostasis.	Biophysical	modeling	combined	with	quantitative	tissue	imaging	





functions.	 This	 requires	 the	 combination	of	 two	 features	 that	 appear	mutually	 exclusive:	




fragile	 structures	 that	 are	 exposed	 to	mechanical,	 chemical	 and	biological	 stress	 and	 are	




progenitor	 cells	 residing	 in	 the	 well-protected	 crypt	mature	 into	 epithelial	 cells	 that	 are	
pushed	out	 towards	 the	villus	by	 the	proliferation	of	underlying	cells.	Thereby	only	post-	






based	 on	 crypt-derived	 pushing	 forces	 generated	 by	mitotic	 progenitor	 cells	 (i.e.	mitotic	
pressure)	 [4,5]	 (Figure	 1C),	 this	 view	 clearly	 clashes	 with	 classical	 inhibitor	 experiments	
conducted		in		the		1980s		[6].		In		those		experiments,		interfering		with		mitotic		activity		by	
irradiation	 or	 pharmacological	 treatment	 did	 not	 prevent	 intestinal	 epithelial	 cells	 from	
travelling	towards	the	top	of	the	villus.	Now,	in	a	recent	study	published	in	Science,	Krndija	et	
al.	 [7]	demonstrate	 that,	 instead	of	being	passively	pushed	out	of	 the	crypt,	post-mitotic	
epithelial		cells		form		polarized		basal		protrusions		and		actively		migrate		along		villi		in		an	
















hydroxyurea,	which	 is	 known	 to	promote	apoptosis,	 only	 caused	 a	decrease	 in	cellularity	
in	the	crypt	and	the	lower	part	of	the	villi	and	did	not	affect	translocation	towards	the	top	












To	 challenge	 the	 prediction	 from	 their	 computational	 model,	 the	 authors	 went	 on	 to	
determine	cell	displacement	speed	along	the	villi	in	vivo	as	well	as	in	ex	vivo	tissue	explants.	












To	 investigate	 how	 active	 migration	 forces	 are	 generated,	 the	 authors	 determined	




















And	 is	there	intrinsic	 polarity	 in	 the	 collective,	possibly	 linking	 intestinal	homeostasis	 to	
the	 field	 of	 planar	 polarity	 signaling?	 Finally,	 about	 half	 of	 the	 Western	population	 will	
develop	an	adenomatous	polyp	during	 their	 lifetime,	with	 some	of	 them	progressing	into	









drive	cell	migration	 in	upper	villus	 regions.	Cells	establish	a	 front–rear	polarization	axis	by	 forming	actin-rich	
protrusions	in	the	direction	of	migration.	Active	migration	is	characterized	by	generation	of	pulling	forces	that	
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